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‘…It is only good and true that would result from a discussion free from domination” 

Rafael Corazón González, La verdad, un consenso posible. 2001 

Scientific evidence has become a precious and measurable commodity. The profusion of 

research papers published each month in the existing hundreds of journals, has increased 

dramatically over the last forty years. This large amount of library material made 

increasingly difficult to build, by reading and analysis of the material, an acceptable 

scientific evidence.  The design, the number of subjects studied, adequate randomization 

for inclusion in the study arms and the number of participating centers, are now 

important elements to measure the level of evidence of results. Although there is an 

enormous difference between a well-respected multicenter, randomized, controlled study 

and, for example, a cross-sectional study, is obvious, when weighting the level of 

evidence, that both are valid instruments, but with a specific gravity that can be 

measured. The creation of reliable tools for measuring the levels of evidence has allowed 

the selection and classification in an almost universal way. When we review the 

classification criteria of the evidence used by leading expert meetings that are conducted 

by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), Bethesda Group for the Study of 

Preinvasive Cervical Disease and the Group of Saint Gallen, we see that are nearly 

identical. These tools have also allowed that an expert meeting, considered at other times 

with a level of evidence restricted, has been gaining credibility and increasing acceptance. 

The strength, for example, of the content of the NCCN flowcharts is indisputable. Even in 

recent times it has been shown the benefits obtained in terms of survival and disease 

control, when following recommended treatment guidelines by consensus. At the annual 
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meeting of the Society of Gynecologic Oncology, 2013 there was an interesting study 

conducted at Roswell Park Cancer Institute, University of California and directed by Robert 

Bristow in which it was determined that only 37.5% of patients with epithelial ovarian 

cancer in the United States receive adequate surgical and pharmacological treatment. This 

disturbing number is explained by two key findings from the study: patients treated in 

centers with extensive experience in drug treatment of ovarian cancer (more than 20 

cases treated per year) and operated by specialists in gynecologic oncology experts (more 

than 10 cases / year), received a treatment according to the recommendations of the 

NCCN in 50.8% and 47.6% of cases, respectively. Ultimately, the overall survival of patients 

with epithelial ovarian cancer when treated by a team with experienced and adheres to 

the guidelines of the NCCN is increased by 30%. This study also showed that between 

1999 and 2009 the decline in mortality from ovarian cancer was 17% in urban areas and 

only 6% in rural areas. 

This landmark study is perhaps the first statistical evidence that has estimated the survival 

benefit that is achieved through the adherence to the recommendations of a meeting of 

experts in oncology. Promoting expert meetings or consensus meetings, as it is also 

known, is becoming more a widespread trend. While it is an arduous and sometimes 

might look slow by the immense logistics required, is today one of the most accepted 

ways of orienting the guidelines for prevention, diagnosis and treatment in the world. This 

task, which corresponds mainly to specialized scientific societies, is perhaps one of the 

most commendable responsibilities to be met by those societies. In Venezuela, since 1954 

the Venezuelan Society of Oncology (SVO) has sponsored numerous expert meetings that 

have generated guidelines for the best care of cancer patients in our country. In 2013, the 

board of the SVO, chaired by Dr. Loretta Di Giampietro, organized and hosted the First 

National Consensus on Ovarian Epithelial Cancer held in Venezuela, and this time I have 

been appointed as its Director. For this purpose, a number of experts have been called 

from around the country belonging not only to the SVO, but related scientific societies as 

the Venezuelan Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Palliative Care, etc., that have made 

our meetings an exercise of high scientific level. For this occasion we have had also two 

new elements have greatly facilitated the work of the participants: prior assessment of 

the level of evidence of the bibliographic material and the availability of a computing 

platform that has allowed a more dynamic and fast results. Currently in the editing stage, 

it will be presented a summary of their results in September 2013 in the Working Days of 

Updating of the SVO at the Marriott Hotel Playa Grande, in Vargas.  

Expert meetings, not only have become, as we have described, an important generator of 

clinical application guidelines with significant and beneficial impact on outcomes in 

patient care. They are also excellent opportunities for discussion, magnificent spaces of 
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convergence and are an efficient form to maintain the cohesion of a group of specialists, 

as one of the most effective ways to promote and disseminate the interdisciplinary 

teamwork. Getting to agree on a specific topic, a distinguished group of experts is 

undeniably difficult, but there is the main and unavoidable challenge for all participants. 

These are agreements the need to be promoted to show ways forward and build useful 

and widely accepted tools. A consensus meeting, in a world ever more connected, yet 

strangely more detached, could be interpreted as an oddity, something that goes against 

the current, but contrary is a way to build and strengthen the links needed for the 

knowledge organized and disseminated in a practical, affordable and equitable manner, 

with one goal, to ensure the best patient care possible. 

*Servicio de Ginecología Oncológica del Instituto de Oncología Luis Razetti y Clínica Santa 

Sofía, Caracas, Venezuela. 

 

  

 

 


